
GLASTONBURY TASK

With over , people visiting and working across this sprawling site, reducing the impact Glastonbury Festival has on its
general environment is a huge task.

Please use our recycling bins. Please use the toilets provided. TASK: Explain what is meant by oxymoronic
and quote the words which give this effect. These can be filled for free at all of our taps and WaterAid kiosks
across the Festival site. TASK: Identify and comment on these. TASK: Find evidence of this idealisation in
paragraph 6. TASK: What is the effect of this? This author has idealised festivals, which is ironic considering
how far from ideal Glastonbury was! TASK: What do you think is the tone of this sentence? TASK: Identify
and quote the evidence which supports this assertion. What is your evidence? Urinating on the land or in the
rivers contaminates the local water supply, killing wildlife and seriously compromises the future of the
festival. Love the Farm, leave no trace. Please bring a reusable water bottle. The scale of the Festival is so vast
that it is easy to forget that, for the rest of the year, these pastures, streams and woodlands are home to
roaming herds of cows and thriving local wildlife. What simile does he use to suggest that Glastonbury has
gone upmarket? Comment on the emotive element of this phrase. Find an example of tripartite construction.
For Glastonbury Festival to be sustainable, we all have a duty to make sure the land on which it stands is
looked after. Please only use what you need. TASK: Find it. What other word in the paragraph reinforces this?
TASK: Identify and analyse the effect of alliteration in this paragraph. There is an idea of finding treasure in
squalor that could maybe be applied to Glastonbury which was a mud bath but which people took pleasure in.
Turn off taps and help us use water efficiently. It could be about any festival. They cause fires and harm the
cattle that live on the land. Take your tent and equipment home with you. Identify the tripartite construction
used in this paragraph. Beyond the farm Our commitment to protect our environment â€” to use its resources
responsibly and to reduce our ecological footprint â€” also extends beyond the physical boundaries of the
Festival.


